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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

David W. Bushman, Ph. D.

Dear Reader,
I hope you enjoy this retrospective issue on
Bridgewater College's pranks and traditions. As we
were developing it, I found myself contemplating the
importance of such rituals. Pranks, with their good fun
and humor, combined with our venerable traditions,
serve to knit us all together and serve as a tangible
reminder of the many important connections and
shared commitments that may not be so visible. From
the days of beanies to the ringing of the Memorial Hall
Victory Bell, from the stacking of desks to the rolling
of marbles, the customs and capers outlined in the
following pages have helped mold our identity as an
academic community and our strong sense of self
It is that sense of community that has enabled
Bridgewater to be where it is today: a dynamic and
Rourishing liberal arts college, steeped in the values
of our founder D.C. Flory. Our community and your
support have allowed the College to make remarkable
strides this year. We have started construction on a $13
million renovation of the library that will transform
it into a vibrant, bustling learning commons; added
vital academic programs to the curriculum; expanded
opportunities for learning outside the classroom; and
worked on defining the College's aspirations for the
next five years through our strategic planning process.
Hundreds of you joined us on the Campus Mall
on a beautiful day in early May to celebrate the
"Unlocking the Potential" groundbreaking event for

the John Kenny Forrer Learning Commons. Guests

the classroom. The Department of Student Life's

engaged with interactive exhibits that underscored

"Eagles Engage: Rising to New Heights" helps

how the building's integrated technology will foster

prepare students to be engaged citizens in our global

engaged and collaborative learning. (Photos from the

economy through interactive workshops that focus on

afternoon's festivities can be found later in this issue.)

four essential elements: identity, community, critical

When opened in 2019, this innovative building will be

thinking and cultural appreciation.

the crowning jewel-and beating heart-of campus.

Finally, over the past year our campus came together

You will want to follow the construction progress at
bridgewater.edu/learningcommons.

to develop a new strategic plan to guide the College
through the next five years. Faculty, staff and our

The groundbreaking, along with our annual

Board of Trustees brainstormed to answer the crucial

Baccalaureate service and Commencement ceremony,

question, "Who will Bridgewater College he in

marked the end of an academic year that witnessed

2025?" I look forward to sharing with you our path

several milestones. We have now welcomed our

forward after details are finalized in the coming year.

second cohort of graduate students to the Master

With all that we have accomplished together, our work

of Science in Athletic Training (MSAT) program.
As Bridgewater College's first graduate program, the
MSAT was established last summer to meet the needs
of our students who must now have a master's degree
to practice their vocation.

is not done. Each person in our community, whether
they are faculty, staff, alumni or friends, plays a role
in the success of the College and our students. Your
investment has allowed us to make incredible progress
this year. As a valued member of our community, your

Following the successful launch of the MSAT program,

active participation is key to a bright and prosperous

we are now ready to offer a second master's program:

future. I thank you for your partnership and humbly

an interdisciplinary Master of Arts in•Digital Media

ask for your support before our fiscal year draws to a

Strategy. This new program, approved in April by

close on June 30.

the Board of Trustees, will incorporate coursework in
communication studies, graphic design, professional
writing, and more, to create digital media experts who

With great appreciation,

are highly sought after by employers in nearly every
field.
Another addition to the curriculum is a new
undergraduate major in Professional Writing. It
will serve students seeking careers in writing for
professional applications and will enhance their
writing skills in diverse genres while giving them a
background in publishing and marketing.
We have also expanded learning opportunities outside
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_ On May 4, 2018, the College broke ground for the renovation and
expansion of the Alexander Mack Memorial Library to create the John
Kenny Forrer Learning Commons. Lead donors on the $13 million
project include Bonnie '62 and John Rhodes, Carrie and John Morgridge
and the Morgridge Family Foundation, Clinton DeBusk '50, the Smith
Family (Trustee Rodney Smith and sons, Ashley '85, Roderick '87,
Matthew '89 and Jeremy) and the Smith-Midland Corporation, and
Robert '59 and Mary Susan King. These donors or their representatives
are pictured above.
BRIDGEWATER
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he festive, fun-filled afternoon featured interactive exhibits that gave guests ataste of the
future. When completed, the renovated building will be a"workshop for learning"with
integrated technology that will expand engaged and connected learning opportunities
and make Bridgewater atop college of choice for years to come.
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TO JOIN US IN BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE,
CONTACT:

Office of Institutional Advancement

540-828-5448

bridgewater.edu/learningcommons
BRIDGEWATER
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IN THE

BC
Spotlight

B

ridgewater College graduated 398 seniors on
Saturday, May S. The degrees were conferred by
Dr. David W. Bushman, President of Bridgewater
College.
The night before, the College's baccalaureate service featured as keynote speaker Dr. Carol
Scheppard, Professor of Philosophy and Religion at the
College and past moderator
Grads Urged to
fo r the Church of the BrethChange the World ren. The title of her message
was "Now What?"
The ceremony's keynote
speaker, Carrie Morgridge, was awarded the President's Medal.
Morgridge, who is the Vice President and Chief
Disruptor of the Morgridge Family Foundation, addressed the graduates on the campus mall. The focus
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of her address was "This Is Your Moment."
"You have the power, the voice and the education to change the world, to make our world a better
place to live;' said Morgridge. "Open your eyes to
the p ossibilities of how you can change the world,
and then start doing it:'
Morgridge and her husband, John Morgridge,
are two of the nation's top philanthropists. They
recently received National Jewish Health's highest
honor, the Arthur B. Lorber Award for D istinguished Service, which has been awarded only 23
times in the 118-year history of the institution. The
Morgridges also are recipients of the Josef Korbel
Humanitarian Award, which was established by the
University of Denver in 2000. The award recognized the couple's commitment to human rights
through philanthropy.
Also speaking was James Walsh, Chairman of

the Bridgewater College board of trustees.
"Work hard;' he exhorted the graduates. "Do not
shy from opportunity just because it looks like hard
work, and make the special choices that will ensure
that you will not live a paint-by-the-numbers life."
Among the students in the Class of 2018, 157
earned bachelor of arts degrees and 142 earned
bachelor of science degrees. Seventeen members
of the class graduated summa cum laude-the
top academic honor, which requires students to
achieve at least a 3.9 grade point average on a 4.0
scale. Twenty-two graduates earned magna cum
laude honors-a 3.7 or better average. Cum laude
honors, requiring a 3.4 grade point average, were
earned by SS graduates. They will enter graduate
schools and career fields such as education, finance
and engineering.

BRIDGEWATER
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across the mall
BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE CAMPUS NEWS

Three Honored on
Founder's Day
Bridgewater College celebrated 138 years of
its founding on April 3, 2018, presenting three
awards during the convocation in Nininger Hall.
President David W. Bushman recognized three
faculty members for excellence in teaching,
scholarship and service.
Dr. Scott W. Cole, Associate Professor ofTheatre,
received the Ben and Janice Wade Outstanding
Teaching Award; Dr. Jill W. Lassiter, Associate
Professor of Health and Human Sciences, received
the Martha B. Thornton Faculty Recognition
Award; and Dr. Stanley A. Galloway, Professor of
English and Director of Convocations at Bridgewater, received the Faculty Scholarship Award.

Left to right: Dr. Stanley A. Galloway, Dr. Scott W. Cole and Dr. Jill W. Lassiter.

Bridgewater Approves Master of Arts in Digital
Media Strategy

The board of trustees at Bridgewater College has approved the College's second master's degree program-the
master of arts in digital media strategy.
The program incorporates theoretical and practical
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coursework in communication studies, graphic design, professional writing and other disciplines in order to educate
the digital strategists who are currently so sought after by
employers.
"This interdisciplinary program is an exciting addition
to our academic offerings and will serve BC undergraduates
from a variety of majors by offering a bachelor's and master's
degree in five years;' said Dr. David W. Bushman, President of Bridgewater College. "Of course, the new program
will also serve students choosing to obtain a master's from
Bridgewater following completion of an undergraduate
degree elsewhere."
The new master's follows on the heels of the 2017 establishment of the College's master of science in athletic training program. Bushman said the program will likely welcome
its first students in 2019.

across the mall
BRIDGEWATER
CELEBRATES
ASPIRE
Left to right: Bruce Bowen '72, James Mahoney '03 and Steve Hollinger '70.

College Recognizes Three Alumni
Bridgewater College honored three alumni at its College Awards Ceremony
on April 22.
The Distinguished Alumnus Award was presented to Bruce W. Bowen '72.
The West-Whitelow Award for Humanitarian Service went to Steve Hollinger
'70, and the Young Alumnus Award was presented to Dr. James J. Mahoney '03.

Bridgewater College recognized academic achievement during a period
of activities dedicated to showcasing
excellence. ASPIRE (A Celebration of the
Arts, Scholarship, Performance, Innovation and Research Excellence), was held
April 14-24, 2018.
ASPIRE featured panel discussions,
poster presentations, convocations and
the Showker Prize Reveal from the Zane
D. Showker Institute for Responsible
Leadership (see "Showker Prize").

Showker Prize

Winning the 2018 Showker Prize in April were sophomores John Gieseler,
Melanie Hux, Luke Morgan and Alicia Pritchett, and senior Sabrina Volponi. The group, which founded the student activist group Waste Watchers,
won for its efforts to raise awareness of the impact of food waste, reduce the
amount of food waste produced by the community and educate about the benefits of composting.
The prize is awarded annually by the Zane D. Showker Institute for Responsible
Leadership to one team
of students who identify a
problem, research it, suggest
a solution and give a presentation to a panel of judges.
The mission of the Institute
is to provide Bridgewater
students with opportunities
that develop the skills needed
to make them outstanding,
responsible leaders, both on
and off the campus.
Left to right: Luke Morgan, Alicia Pritchett, John Giese/er,
Sabrina Volponi and Melanie Hux.

MLK DAY OF SERVICE
In January, approximately 200 students, faculty and staff participated in
Bridgewater's MLK Day of Service, in
which the memory of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. was honored with the assembly
of"comfort cases"for children in the
foster care system. The Bridgewater
community completed 572 hygiene
kits and 1,011 dental hygiene kits for
donation to Comfort Care, a non-profit
organization that provides foster-care
children with cases filled with essential
and comfort items.

BRIDGEWATER
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across the mall

~mi{iefJ
Left to right: BC Chaplain Robbie Miller '19;Angelina Walters, General M anager ofthe Timberville
Walmart; Dr.Jamie Frueh, Director of the Center
for Engaged Leaming; Teshome M olalenge '81,
Director ofSustainability at Bridgewater.

Tucker Family
Bridgewater College has been home and alma mater to generations of
family members. Parents, children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren
- there's something special about Bridgewater's commitment to liberal
learning and close-knit community that resonates across the generations. In this issue we feature the Tucker family.

Tucker, Kathryn Tucker '20, Mary Helen Tucker '83, Robby
Tucker '22 BACK ROW:Jack Tucker '20, Jim Tucker '79, Danny Tucker
FRONT ROW: Sarah

Want to be considered as a Legacy Family for this space in the magazine? It's easy.
Gather the Bridgewater College graduates in your family, take ah igh resolution (1
MB or larger) photo and email it to us with a description ofwho's in the picture. You
can submit Legacy Family photos to mheatwol@bridgewater.edu.
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BRIDGEWATER
COLLEGE PURSUES
SUSTAINABILITY
EFFORTS
Bridgewater College has received a
$750 Walmart Foundation Comm unity
Gra nt that wil l hel p fund the College's
sustainability efforts,

Tes home Molalenge '87, Director of
Sustainability at Bridgewater, said the
gra nt will allow the Coll ege to purchase
more bicycles, parts and tools for its
Bike Share progra m, which provides
students with sustainable transportation and an enjoyable way to get
around campus,
Molalenge sa id Bridgewater was also
one of 14 colleges and universities
nationwide to recently participate in
a course in solar sustainability offered
by the Midwest Renewable Energy
Association,

PRANKS
by Charles Culbertson

ALL WORK AND NO PLAY.
fever a phrase existed that doesn't represent the Bridgewater College
experience, it's that one. When we sent out a call for alumni to share
with us the campus pranks they'd either seen or perpetuated during
their time here, respondents supplied us with enough material for a
book. Maybe it was something in the water (or the milk dispensers), but
Bridgewater students seem to have always enjoyed lightening the academic
load with a good-natured prank. Or two. Or three.
They came in by the dozen. Some of the pranks submitted to us were
gentle and amiable. Others were laugh-out-loud hilarious. Yet others were
so creative they smacked of genius. Of those submissions, a fair number of
them were usable here in the pages of Bridgewater, and we have done our
best to chronicle the best of them as far as space will allow. While we can't
verify the truthfulness of every anecdote, we trust that these pranksters
would never try to pull a fast one on us.

Thank you to all the alumni who answered our call and helped supply us with wonderful
stories of the "good old days." We hope, in a future issue, to highlight the antics of some of
our more recent alumni, who also have helped to make Bridgewater a place where students
work hard and play hard.

WILL YOU BE MY BALLENTINE?
It was perhaps the most thoughtful-and verbotenofValentine's Day gifts in the history of this historically
alcohol-free college.
The day before Valentine's Day in 1978,Jonathan Lyle
'79 wrapped 24 Ballantine beers in individual packages
and enclosed a "Happy Ballentine's Day" card in each. He
mailed them to 24 of his classmates. All went well until the
Bridgewater postmistress dropped one of the packages and
it smashed onto the floor.
"The aroma of beer, and the ensuing clean-up, outed
the contents of the packages;' said Lyle. "I'd signed the
'Happy Ballantine's Day' cards, so culpability wasn't a
question."
The other packages were confiscated, and Lyle was issued a stern rebuke by the Dean of Students. Lyle says he's
not sure the postmistress ever forgave him for the prank.

SOUL PROVIDER
Long ago, students were required to attend chapel.
Failure to do so resulted in a deduction of grade points.
According to several alumni, this mandate didn't always go
over well with students, and on several occasions they got
their revenge. Nancy Driver '58 recalls that chapel, which
was held in Cole Hall, was once cancelled because the assigned seats had mysteriously disappeared. Students were
then sent to the Bridgewater Church of the Brethren (now
the Carter Center) for chapel, where the Dean of the College prayed for the sinners who had removed the seating in
Cole Hall.
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Dan Barkhouser '62 confirmed that students were "very
bitter" about being forced to go to chapel. He remembers
one rebellion in which students sneaked into the chapel
and took the screws out of the seats, rendering them unusable.
On another occasion at about the same time, a bit of
humor was used to lighten the chapel burden for students.
When they showed up for the service, a cow from a nearby
field had mysteriously appeared at the door to greet attendees.
Jim Fleck '64 remembers one chapel service in particular. The speaker, Religion Pro£ Thomas A. Davis, was
speaking when suddenly a bag of marbles was emptied
onto the floor. Whatever spiritual atmosphere there was
at that service dissipated as the marbles rolled to the front
of the room, amidst a wave of giggles, where Davis was
speaking.
The chapel continued to represent a convenient target,
and students seemed to enjoy pulling pranks in this august
campus institution. In the mid 1960s, for example, students gained access to the chapel sound system, loaded in a
recording of a Corvette's motor winding out, and broadcast it-really loudly-from the sound system.

In the early 1980s just before Founder's Day, Mark
Wray '82 and a couple of collaborators climbed onto
the roof of the Bridgewater Church of the Brethren and
installed colored theatrical gels on the lights of the steeple.
The lights were on a timer, so the students waited until
they were turned off in order to install the gels.
''At that time the Founder's Day dinner was held in the
dining hall, with the main table backed up to the windows
facing the church;' reports Wray. "During the dinner
everyone in attendance got a great view of the red, blue,
and green steeple lights when the timer switched the lights
back on."
In the early 1970s, a Volkswagen "Bug" was carried up
the steps of the church and left there in time for Sunday
morning service. At least it wasn't a cow. Later, a group
of boys put a VW Bug-perhaps the same one-in the
lounge of Rebecca, where it greeted the ladies when they
came down in the morning.

NO WHEY
It seems no area of the campus was safe from the
inventive minds of pranksters. The dining hall, which for
many years was in Rebecca, provided the backdrop for at
least two-and probably many more-pranks that have

achieved "classic" status.
Nancy Driver '58 remembers an incident in which
pranksters sneaked into the dining hall and hid all the
silverware except gravy ladles and large serving spoonswhich students had to use when they took their next meal.
Try slicing a pork chop with a gravy ladle.
But the biggest, and perhaps most memorable, of
the pranks in Rebecca's dining hall came in the spring of
either 1968 or 1969; the exact date has been lost to history. The dining hall at that time had large stainless steel
milk dispensers-the kind that had levers. Lift the lever,
milk would flow into the glass held beneath the dispenser.
When the cardboard containers inside the dispenser ran
dry, the entire dining room would chant "milk, milk, milk"
until someone from the kitchen rushed in with a fresh
container of milk.
At dinner one evening, the chant of "milk, milk, milk"
arose and, true to form, a kitchen worker rushed in with a
new container. It was installed and the door to the dispenser was closed. A student put his glass under the dispenser,
lifted the handle, and stood dumfounded as beer foamed
into his glass.
"Beer!" he shouted.
It was quickly apparent that a prankster had gotten into
the milk supply and substituted brew for milk in one of
the containers. Eyewitnesses report that all the evidence
was consumed within minutes, and the sheer genius of the
stunt was discussed for months.
At the College's Homecoming celebration more
than four decades later, the widow of]. Alaric Bowman
Jr.-Dean of Students at the time of the great beer-in-thedispenser prank-stopped by the Class of 1969's tent.
"Wasn't that the class that put beer in the milk machine?" she asked, and then added wistfully, "He never
knew who did that."

HOME SWEET HOME

Kathy Upperman '12 and the late Bev Githens '12 pose with a
purple cow~ head that was "liberated" from a local ice cream
parlor. Contributor Joyce Hargett King '12 stresses that Kathy
and Bev were not the "liberators" of the head.

Since students live in residence halls, that's probably
where the greatest number of pranks have originated.
Sometimes the gags were general in nature, sometimes they
were meant for a group or an individual. All of them were
intended to amuse at least one person-the perpetrator.
One of the most spectacular of these pranks was hatched
in the inventive mind of Dan Barkhouser '62.
Barkhouser lived on the third floor of Wright Hall's
west section. On the first floor, a number of athletes would
gather in the evening after dinner to play cards. Barkhouser
bought the biggest balloon he could find and filled it with
two gallons of water. To the sill of his window he attached

BRIDGEWATER
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DORM WATER BATTLES
Students are depicted in the aftermath of a
water battle in Daleville Hall during the spring
of 1974. Left to right are Jeff Heppard, Rick Claybrook and Sue Kowalesky Stevens, all members
of the class of 1974.

Photo courtesy of Rick Claybrook '74

STUFFING PROF'S CAR
Students cram Professor Ray Baker's car full of
Wall Street Journals.

Photo courtesy ofTed Barker '79

PAPERING ROOMS
Pictured here is Janie Mellinger Ballurio '72,
standing amidst a mountain of crumpled newspaper that was jammed into her dorm room by
fellow Dillon Hall residents. Contributor Joyce
Hargett King '72 recalls that the dorm mother
made them transport all the newspaper to the
incinerator across campus.

a long cord, and to the end of this cord he tied the balloon.
Next, Barkhouse climbed to the roof of the building
and, with the balloon and cord in hand, walked around to
the east wing. Below and opposite him was a clear shot of
the window behind which the athletes were playing cards.
"When released, the balloon traveled down from the
roof to the first-floor window at a tremendous rate and
completely swamped the whole room;' recalls Barkhouse.
The athletes were drenched; Barkhouse reports that there
were cards scattered all the way into the hall.
In order to escape detection, Barkhouse ran back
around to the west wing, climbed down into his room, and
pulled up the cord that was attached to his window sill.
Voila! No evidence.
14
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On the second floor of Heritage, drains were sometimes intentionally stopped up, causing flooding. One
student in the early 1970s had two very large "pet" rocks
named Rodney and Sodney. Whenever they were "walked"
in the dorm, they could be heard and felt two floors down.
Numerous water and shaving cream battles raged throughout the men's dorms, and the "papering" of doors was a
favorite prank.
As a freshman, John Cary '99 awoke one morning
and opened the door of his dorm to find that the way
was barred by several strings of soda cans hung across the
doorway. A sarcastic note was attached: "Merry Christmas,
Johnny."
Bruce Bowen '72 lived for three years in Wardo Hall.

STACKING DESKS
Pranks such as creating piles
of classroom desks were
popular at Bridgewater, as
attested to in this undated
archival photo from the College's Special Collections.

TISSUE PAPER
Inventive students in Dillon
Hall found another use
for toilet paper-mummy
wrapping. Shown here,
swathed in toilet paper,
is Joyce Hargett King's '12
roommate, along with dorm
neighbor Bev Githens '12.

THE PILE
This Special Collections
photo shows an unidentified group of Bridgewater
students in the process of
"stacking"-which was essentially jumping on top of
each other until a mountain
of bodies was formed.

"We had a bunch of great guys who enjoyed the college
life, both on and off campus;' he reports. "One night we
decided to have a shaving cream battle. Rooms were off
limits, but the halls got coated with shaving cream and got
quite slippery. Believe it or not, we did clean up the place
when done.
"It was great fun and a stress reliever;' he concludes.
Lyn Demaris '77 remembers looking out of her Blue
Ridge Hall window one morning to see the plumbing fixtures from Heritage Hall adorning the mall between Blue
Ridge and Bowman. She said President Wayne Geisen
"took the prank in stride and stated that as long as the fixtures were reinstalled in the dorm from which they came,
no further action would be needed."

In 1974, students in Heritage made a stencil that resembled the face of their RA, and spray painted it in all the
men's urinals.
"FortunatelY:' said Jeff McCartney '77, "paint on porcelain can be removed without ruining the urinals."
He admits now that the RA was "better than we deserved."
Sam Conner '82 says that "stacking" was quite the rage
when he attended Bridgewater.
"Essentially everyone ran into someone's room and
jumped on top of them;' Conner says. "The idea was to
stack as many folks on top of them as possible. Of course,
there was a point when the bed frame would succumb and
give way a bit."
BRIDGEWATER
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But the guys weren't the only perpetrators of dorm
pranks at Bridgewater. Davene McKee '66 remembers that,
in Rebecca, plastic wrap stretched over toilet seats "caught
unsuspecting friends by surprise;' and that girls returning
from a weekend at home crashed through newspapered
doorways.

SILENCING THE BELL
Saraona Minnich '11, kneeling, holds the clapper of the
Victory Bell, which was removed by her then-boyfriend because the ringing of the bell in Memorial Hall interrupted
his music practice. Posing with her is classmate Ronnie
Symes Sowden '11.

NO SAFE PLACE
All things considered, pranksters at Bridgewater are
a democratic bunch, spreading their mirth and mayhem
far and wide. Julie Swope '64 remembers that a manure
spreader was once put at the top of the steps of Cole Hall.
Another time, someone changed the Cole Hall sign to
read, "Mole Hall."
The classroom also was not off limits to pranksters.
In the early 1970s, a Playboy centerfold was taped to a
classroom overhead projector screen. And, in the spring
of 1976, highly organized groups from Heritage planned
and executed an overnight reversal of all the attached desk
chairs in Bowman 101.
"During the daytime classes, chair bolts were loosened;'
recalls Ted Barker '79. "Overnight, organized crews had
assigned tasks: outside night watch with walkie-talkies,
covering classroom windows so lights were not visible, unbolting and re bolting the desks so they were facing uphill
toward the back of the classroom."
Barker says he believes classes were canceled in 101
16
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the next day, at least until the desks were restored to their
proper positions.
"I think Dean (Dale) Ulrich was riding to work on
his bicycle and then went home to get a camera so that he
could take a photo of the 'desk reversal' scenario;' he says.
One year later, in the spring of 1977-it must have
been triggered by pollen or something-the same bunch
that had reversed the desks removed all free-standing desks
from the first floor classrooms and stacked them on top of
the desk chairs in Bowman 101.
"The same high-level organizational skills were at play
in this activitY:' says Barker. "Both were great educational,
teambuilding experiences."
Saraona Minnich '71 says her boyfriend in 1967 was a
music major who always practiced in Memorial Hall, the
location at that time of the music department. The ringing
of Memo rial's Victory Bell after an athletic win would
frequently interrupt his practice, so he decided to take
matters into his own hands. He climbed into the bell tower
and removed the clapper from the bell.
The clapper resided overnight in Minnich's dorm, then
mysteriously appeared hanging in a lecture room in Bowman Hall. It eventually made its way back into the Victory
Bell.
In the early 1960s, during the presidency of Warren D.
Bowman, the campus post office put first-class mail in individual mailboxes and then piled newspapers and magazines
on a table to be picked up by the addressees. One clever
soul found a newspaper addressed to President Bowman.
He peeled the label off the newspaper, stuck it on a Playboy
magazine and put the Playboy on the table for all to see.
The entire campus was also treated to a "streaker"
between 1974 and 1978. One student, whose identity we
will not disclose, bared all for an annual streak across the
mall. Like the desk reversal prank, this became a highly
organized activity, with several abetting students wearing
"Event Staff" T-shirts.
Pranksters loved to liberate road signs, with the "Entering Bridgewater" sign a particular favorite. They made
cannons that propelled tennis balls, stuffed the interior of
a professor's car to the brim with TVall Street journals and
spun donuts in a car on the mall between Blue Ridge and
Bowman on the night of senior comps. And, sometime in
the '70s, students liberated building materials from a BC
construction project to make a small model residence hall
that they dubbed, "Miracle Hall: Bridgewater's First Coed
Dorm."
Oh. And underwear. Sometimes that was liberated, as
well.
Fred Swartz '58 reports that he was in charge of raising

Pulling pranks is nothing new at Bridgewater College. From its earliest days, the
College has served as the backdrop for jokes and hijinks by students, as is attested to
in a number of published accounts of the College's history. Below are some examples
from the late 19th century.

STUDENT CAPERS
From Bridgewater College: The First 100 Years 1880-1980, by Francis Fry Wayland
•

President Yount's well-known opposition to card-playing enabled a Wardo Hall occupant, on
one occasion, to end abruptly a card game in the dormitory by walking down the hall thumping a cane on the floor in President Yount's manner. ..

•

Just before the Christmas holidays one year, some college boys sent "three poor little mice" in a
handsomely wrapped gift package to one of the girls in the "White House."

•

One September, six young men jointly agreed to let their beards grow until June of the next
year. "They were daily watched by the whole College community...They all held out ... As Commencement neared, they... decided their pledge was fulfilled, and went to town for a group
photograph, after which they had a shave, the first in eight or nine months."

These and other capers enlivened student life during the Yount era.

and lowering the American flag each day, for 10 cents a day.
He said he earned his pay occasionally when, in the morning, he had to remove underwear from the flag pole before
he could raise the flag.
While the hijinks will no doubt continue, so (we hope)
will the memories of antics past. As we mentioned earlier,
we're planning on a future issue focusing on pranks and
traditions from more recent years, and to get that ball
rolling, we're wrapping up with an entry from Jessie Houff
'13. She remembers walking out on campus one day and
seeing a bicycle hanging from a tree. That's all, just a bicycle
hanging from a tree. No sign, or explanation, just a bicycle
hanging from a tree.
Says Houff, "I thought it was quietly humorous."

Bridgewater would like to thank the following for their contributions to this
article:
Nancy Driver '58

Steve Young '78

Fred Swartz '58
Dan Barkhouser '62

Ted Barker '79
Howard Cosier '79

Jim Fleck '64
Julie Swope '64

Jonathan Lyle '79
Jeff Postans '79

Davene McKee '66
Saraona Minnich '71
Lyn Demaris '77

Mike Tokarz '79
Jim Tucker '79
Sam Conner '82
Mark Wray '82

Jeff McCartney '77
Keith Brower '78

John Cary '99
Jessie Houff '13

Andy Durdock '78
Allen Flora '78

Dr. William C. Wood

Rick Claybrook '74

Greg Harper '78
Johnny Milleson '78
Craig Waters '78
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THE OLD SCHOOL TIE:

TRADITIONS THAT CONNECT US
by Karen Doss Bowman '91
very generation of students at Bridgewater College has been a part of
starting or continuing traditions that define their experience and create lasting memories. Some of the College's traditions have lasted for
decades, while others have been short-lived. Either way, they help students
form bonds and cultivate a sense of belonging that remains long after they
graduate.
"Traditions are designed to speak to the arc of the student experience:' said
Dr. Leslie Frere, Vice President for Student Life and Dean of Students. "We
want to have a culture of traditions that speaks to prospective students so
they understand that Bridgewater is a place where students are engaged and
a place that they would want to be. We want current students to deepen their
roots with the institution as a result of these customs. And we want alumni to
fondly recall those rituals, sharing them with current and prospective students in a way that highlights how much they enjoyed their time on campus.
Traditions can be just about fun, but they're also about being able to reach
students every step of the way during their experience at Bridgewater:'
On the pages that follow, we remember some of the traditions that have
shaped the Bridgewater experience since the College's founding in 1880.
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HOMECOMING
One of the College's longest-running traditions
is the annual Homecoming celebration, first held
in the fall of 1929. The College cancelled Homecoming festivities in 1941, after the U.S. entered
World War II, and did not resume the event until
1948.
The earliest Homecomings consisted of a Saturday afternoon tea followed by a football game.
The event evolved over the years to include activities such as pep rallies and bonfires, parades, the
crowning of a Homecoming king and queen, and
music programs by the College's Stage Band and
Chorale. In 2001, fireworks were added to the
traditional Friday night bonfire-the result of a
student-driven campaign.
The Homecoming Parade-featuring studentdecorated floats transported on wagons loaned
by local farmers-was for many years a favorite
among both students and alumni, recalled Bill
Miracle, who was Dean of Students for 36 years.
Student clubs and organizations, as well as each
class, would make a float for the parade each year.
"I remember one year, the senior class president
didn't do anything to initiate a float for his class,
so they didn't have a float in the parade;' Miracle
said. "The next Monday, one of his classmates
came to my office hoping to start the impeachment process. That's how important Homecoming class floats were to the students."
The parade tradition ended about 12 years ago
for a variety of reasons, including waning student
interest and logistical challenges. The Homecoming Court ritual also was eliminated after 2016.
In recent years, the Department of Student Life
has tried to increase student-alumni interactions
during Homecoming. Last fall, for example, student organizations were invited to host tables on
the campus mall, where they could offer activities,
share information or hold fundraisers. More than
45 clubs participated.
"Typically, the alumni reunion activities take
up about half of the mall, and we wanted to fill
up the remaining space to highlight the sense of
vibrancy on campus that can only be created by a
student presence;' Frere said. "It really broadened
the idea of community to have more exchanges
among alumni and students."

Photos are from Bridgewater College Special Collections
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LUMINARIES
In December 1973, the College celebrated the holiday season with luminaries on
the campus mall, caroling and a Christmas campus worship service. Some years the
event included students portraying a Nativity scene.

Larissa Gallaher'l 5

Now called "Journey of Lights;' the tradition was expanded in 2017 to highlight
holidays from other cultures, including Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, Chinese New Year,
Three Kings Day and Eid.

"This evolution ofluminaries acknowledges the growing diversity at the College
and honors the holidays of different cultures at Bridgewater;' says College Chaplain Robbie Miller.

A BRIDGEWATER CHRISTMAS
Following the Christmas worship service in 2017, the campus community was
invited to ''A Bridgewater Christmas;' a new tradition featuring President David
Bushman reading '"Twas the Night Before Christmas;' carols sung by the College's a
cappella groups, cookies and hot cocoa, and a 12-foot pine tree decorated with ornaments made by student clubs.

MADRIGAL DINNER

Bridgewater College Special Collections

BEANIES
As a form of initiation to campus life,
Bridgewater freshmen from the 1950s
to 1972 had to wear crimson and gold
beanies everywhere they went, from
the time they arrived on campus in late
August until Homecoming. Upperclass
students enforced the "Beanie Code" and
penalized those who didn't follow the
rules-usually with a small monetary fine.
The freshmen were allowed to throw their
beanies into a celebratory bonfire during
halftime of the Homecoming football
game.
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For 30 years, Madrigal Dinners swept audiences back in time for a
16th-century English Christmas celebration. The event-made possible through the collaboration of the art, music and theatre programs-was elaborate, with the Kline Campus Center dining room
decorated to
resemble the interior of a medieval
castle, complete
with stone turrets,
and bold, shiny
banners draped
from the ceiling.
The cast, recorder
consort and
Madrigal Choir
(played by the
Bridgewater College Special Collections
Bridgewater Chorale) dressed in the colorful attire of English royalty. Throughout
the meal, student performers entertained with music and dramatic
presentations, often involving the audience in the plays.
The script changed every year, written by student members of
Bridgewater's Alpha Psi Omega chapter, though some favorite songs
and skits were replayed from time to time.
The first Madrigal Dinner took place in December 1970, and the last
in December 2001. The College's conversion to a semester academic
calendar made the event difficult to schedule.

VICTORY BELL
The chiming of the "Victory Bell" heralds good news for the campus community. A longstanding tradition
for the College, the Memorial Hall bell celebrates team wins, welcomes new students to campus, congratulates new graduates and marks other triumphant occasions.
During the College's early years, it was known as the "Chapel Bell" because it signaled time
for daily chapel services to begin. It also was used to tell students when to return to their
dorms at night and to announce time for "lights out" (10:30 p.m. every night). According
to historian Francis Fry Wayland, who chronicled the College's first 100 years, ringing the
bell was one of the jobs students could take on to help pay for their education during the
era of President Walter Yount (from 1895 to 1910).
When the Vietnam War ended in a cease-fire on January 27, 1973, the campus community erupted in celebration. According to Wayland's account, "When the town's fire siren
stopped sounding, some students began ringing the bell in Memorial Hall and continued the ringing for half
an hour. Another ringer of the bell on that occasion was a resident of the Bridgewater retirement village, Lula
A. Miller, who, when a Bridgewater freshman, had tugged the bell rope on November 11, 1918, in celebration
of the Armistice in World War I."
Shortly after his arrival, head football coach Mike Clark used bell-ringing after
victories to help build team spirit. Each team member was given a chance to tug
the rope to ring the bell. President Emeritus Phillip C. Stone recalled that the
rope broke once after so many vigorous tugs. "When I learned that the rope had
been broken and the bell couldn't be rung, I treated it as an urgent matter-bell
ringing had become so important that not one 'bell-ringing event' could pass
without it;' Stone said. "I asked that it be replaced immediately. I remember saying something like, 'If the students do something to justify ringing the bell, the
least we can do is to make sure the bell is working."'
In 2016, the 400-16. bell was removed temporarily and sent for restoration to the
same company that originally cast it in the 1800s.
For many years, the bell has been rung as graduating seniors are lining up at the start of Commencement. In
future years, the Department of Student Life hopes to expand that tradition by giving each senior the opportunity to ring the bell upon finishing their final exams.
"It would be a way to signify that while their career at Bridgewater is coming to an end, they're moving to the
next step of their lives;' Frere said.

President Emeritus Phillip C. Stone recalled the bell ringing as he left his office in Flory Hall
for the last time upon retirement. Alreadyfeeling emotional and ready to "lose it" with his
emotions as he walked with his wife, Cherrill, to their car, Stone said that once the bell started
ringing, '1 knew it wasfor me. I could not hold back the tears. It was a lovely thing to do. I still
get emotional thinking about it."

BRIDGEWATER
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Photos courtesy of Bridgewater College
Special Collections

MAY DAY TO SPRINGFEST
The first May Day festival occurred on
May 1, 1923-an event sponsored by the
College's YWCA until 1940 and later
by the social-planning committees that
were forerunners to today's Eagle Productions. During the early years and up to the
mid- l 980s, the celebration featured the
Maypole dance (a tradition that ended
sometime in the mid-1980s), the crowning of the May Day queen and king,
and activities such as hospital bed races,
tricycle and bicycle races, dunk tanks and
pie-throwing contests, and a formal dance.
It was held every year from 1923 until
around 2005, except in 1931 and 1944.
The activity was transformed to "Spring
Carnival" around 2005, with games, food
and music on the field between Dillon
Field and the Funkhouser Wellness Center. It has evolved into its current form as
"SpringFest;' held on the campus mall and
including the entire campus community
to encourage stronger engagement.
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BRIDGEWATER FAIR (THE COLLEGE SONG)
"Bridgewater Fair;' originally called the "Bridgewater College Song;'
made its public debut in 1902, during a program of the Virginia-Lee
Literary Society that was focused on College history. Written by
Bridgewater faculty members John W. Wayland, class of 1899 (lyrics),
and Ephraim T. Hildebrand, the song was first published in the January 1903 issue of The Philomathean Monthly, Bridgewater's student

"During part of my time at
BC, I was in the Concert
Choir, and every spring
we would go on choir tour
to various churches and
perform. Each time we
returned back to campus, no

literary magazine. Within a few years, it had become the official

matter what time it was or

college song. The College student newspaper, then called The B.C.

how exhausted we were, the

Bee, wrote in the March 23, 1945, issue that the song had become

members of the choir would

"an indispensable part of our college life. It will live on and on, for it

break into singing "Bridge-

has the qualities which abide ...The song was created here. It is not an

water Fair" as the [charter]

adaptation from some other campus."

bus rolled down Dinkel

In 1999, Dr.John G. Barr (left), Professor of Organ and
Piano Emeritus, arranged an instrumental "fight song"

Avenue and pulled into the
campus. I remember the

version for the Screamin' Eagles Pep Band to play during

beautiful harmonies of the

football and basketball games.

choir members reverberating

The song has been a mainstay of Bridgewater College
Concert Choir and Chorale performances for decades.

in the dark of the bus. What
a sweet tradition!"
-Rachael Sloan 'I 4

REDDISH KNOB
A group of Bridgewater students
pose at Reddish Knob in this 1974
photo, attending a short-lived
tradition known in Heritage Hall as
"The Coronation of the Man." The
tradition was fairly straightforward,
according to participants. A student
simply declared, "I'm the Man!,"
and in the Reddish Knob ceremony
he was "christened" by pouring
beverages over his head. From left
to right are Brian Blatchley '74, Perry
Lovelace '77, the late Leigh Blatchley
'76, Woody Johnson '74, Dale Houff
'72, Rick Claybrook '74, Jeff Heppard
'74 and Bob Myers '72.
Photo courtesy of Rick Claybrook '74
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FOUNDER'S DAY
Founder's Day, first celebrated on
April 3, 1920, was started to commemorate Bridgewater College
founder Daniel
Christian
Flory. Flory
established the
Spring Creek
Normal School
on September 6,
1880, when he
was just 26 years
old. The school moved to Bridgewater two years later. The event has
been a time for special ceremonies,
such as the renaming of Stanley Hall
to Memorial Hall in 1928 and the
dedication of the Alexander Mack
Memorial Library in 1964, and the
celebration of the College's milestone
anniversaries. The observance of
Founder's Day began as a commemoration of D.C. Flory's birth on April
3, 1854.
For the last few decades, the event
also has become a time to recognize
the graduating class, and to honor
faculty and students with the presentation of Student Leadership Awards,
the Martha B. Thornton Faculty
Recognition Award, the Ben and
Janice Wade Outstanding Teaching
Award and the Faculty Scholarship
Award. Honorary degrees have been
presented on some occasions.

THE GIRLS OF REBECCA, 1962-1966
By "A Rebecca Girl"
In October 1962, 39 terrified girls huddled in front of a tiny, black and white TV
screen in the parlor of Rebecca Hall watching the Cuban missile crisis unfold. These
were the Rebecca Girls of 1962, the genesis of a sisterhood that has survived and
grown for 56 years.
On more carefree days, the strains of ''Alley Cat" rocked the old upright piano, plastic wrap covering toilet seats caught unsuspecting friends by surprise, girls returning
from a weekend at home crashed through news-papered doorways, group showers
in the one and only shower stall were the norm on date nights and voluminous
trench coats covered many secrets.

A contingent ofThe Rebecca Girls in 2016, after their induction into the Ripples Society.
FRONT ROW: Diane Brown, Lucretia Miller Lane, Dee Morris, Mary Ann Porterfield Angleberger, Susie Squires
Wilson, Jean Crumpacker Brown, Dorothy Fearins Stone SECOND ROW: Cabrina Tesauro Dembrow, Julie
Ross Clark, Missy Lantz Maiden, Lou Wampler DeWitt, Jo Kadel Dogan, JoAnn Wakeman Reed, Anne Myers
Dellinger THIRD ROW: Nancy Flora Crumpacker, Elizabeth Frank Sar, Lila Williams, Nancy Rowe Mitchell

In August of 1963, one Rebecca got married and moved to a small apartment west
of Bridgewater campus, a rarity in 1963. That December several girls from the dorm
went to the apartment to wrap Christmas presents and to share snacks.
The first weekend in December became the Rebecca Christmas for the next 54
years. Sometimes there were just a few at the party. The turn of the century 2000 Rebecca Christmas celebration boasted 22 Rebecca Girls. Each gathering is as if only a
day had passed. One stalwart Rebecca has attended at least 53 Rebecca Christmases.
A summer 50th birthday celebration in 1994 convinced the group that more reunions were necessary, so the summer adventures began and have merrily continued.
Major birthday milestones provided opportunities for more parties, the 60th in
2004 at Barboursville Vineyards and the 70th at a lavender farm. Other gatherings
became frequent and fun (picnics, breakfasts and day trips).

ICE HOCKEY
Spectators gather to watch the Wright-Middle
Aardvarks playing ice hockey on the College
Pond in January 1968.
Bridgewater College Special Collections
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This special group of friends that blossomed into family now continually fosters
support for each other through Rebecca Grams, communications, visits and prayers.
The Rebecca Girls are looking forward to December 1, 2018, and the 55th Rebecca
Christmas.

ORACLES OF THE OAK: A TRADITION THAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN
It's not easy to start a new tradition, and sometimes
Mother Nature gets in the way. That's what happened
to one of the College's first, short-lived rituals.
The first Oracles of the Oak ceremony, in which new
graduates pledged lifelong loyalty to the College,
took place immediately following the College's 54th
commencement on June 4, 1934. The 36 graduates
paraded from Cole Hall to "The Old Sentinel"a massive oak tree that stood in front of Rebecca
Hall-where they recited the script written by John
Wayland, an 1899 BC alumnus and noted Shenandoah Valley historian and writer.
The ritual ended on June 3, 1936, when a bolt of
lightning struck Old Sentinel just a day before the
third-annual ceremony was to be held. The beloved
tree was irreparably damaged and had to be cut down
later that year.
The class of 2008, working closely with the BC Office of Alumni Relations, attempted to resurrect the
ritual. They chose an oak tree on the northwest side
of the Kline Campus Center as the focal point for the

Oracles ceremony to be held the night before commencement. Though the original Wayland script was
abandoned in favor of a less structured program, the
2008 Oracles of the Oak ceremony concluded as had
the first ones: with the singing of"Bridgewater Fair;'
and with a new and powerful sense of kinship for the
new Bridgewater College graduates.
While meaningful for the students who participated,
the revived tradition didn't catch on. The class of
2008 was the last to celebrate the Oracles of the Oak.

ALUMNI RECOGNITION

CHAPEL AND WORSHIP SERVICES

Through the establishment of the Bridgewater College
Alumni Association on June 6, 1899, Alumni Day became
an annual event during commencement week. Alumni
were invited back to campus for a business meeting followed by a program that included features such as the
reading ofletters from alumni who would not be present,
sharing memories of college days, and remembrances of
alumni who had died during the past year.

Spiritual development has always been an important
component of student life at Bridgewater, an institution
with roots in the Church of the Brethren. President
Paul H. Bowman, who served from 1919 to 1946, once
remarked: "It is impossible for a student to go through
the College here without having the claims of Christianity indelibly imprinted into his life and thought."

In 1906, a banquet was added as an evening event, offering
an opportunity to welcome members of the graduating
class to be welcomed into the Alumni Association.
Today, alumni who graduated at least SO years ago are
inducted into the Ripples Society. The Ripples Medal
is awarded to selected alumni who graduated at least SO
years ago for their outstanding personal and professional
contributions to society; and every year in a campus-wide
event, the Alumni Association presents the Distinguished
Alumnus Award, the Young Alumnus Award and the WestWhitelow Award for Humanitarian Service, as well as
student scholarships and citizenship awards.

Chapel services-with scripture reading, prayer, singing
and a short service-were held every weekday until
1944, when they were reduced to three days per week.
And in the early years of the College's history, students
gathered in their residence halls daily for a "morning
watch" service and for weekly devotional meetings led
by the YMCA and YWCA.
In the fall of 1967, chapel services were replaced by
convocations, which included a few worship services
each term. College Chaplain Robbie Miller resumed
weekly chapel services (called BC Chapel) in 2004,
and he continues to lead a few campus-wide worship
services each semester.

BR I D G EWA TE R
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The Department of Student Life strives to create new traditions that will help students form connections on campus that will
help ensure a positive Bridgewater experience. Here are a few new events and activities they hope will have lasting value:

THE BRIDGEWATER CUP: Acompetitionfornrst-yearstu-

dents during Welcome Week. Student groups will participate
in a variety of team activities and games in hopes of winning
the cup, which will be engraved with their names. They also
will be rewarded with a lunch with President David Bushman.

MLK DAY OF SERVICE:

Started in 2018, nearly
200 Bridgewater students
dedicated time during their
holiday to collect items for
"comfort cases"to be given
to children in foster care.
Comfort Cases is a non-profit
organization that provides
children who are in the foster
care system with cases filled
with essential and comfort
items. "We were trying to
build on Bridgewater's ethos
of service, and this seemed
like a good opportunity
to shed light on Dr. King's
message;' says Dr. Leslie Frere, Vice President for Student Life
and Dean of Students. The second phase of this project was
completed on SpringFest.

FACULTY/STAFF WELCOME AND GOODBYE:

several
years ago, a commencement tradition was established by
having new graduates pass through a tunnel of applauding
faculty to wish them well. The Department of Student Life
wanted to create this experience for new students as well, essentially"bookending" a student's time at the College with all
due pomp and circumstance. Following Opening Convocation in September of 2017, students passed through a similar
tunnel of faculty and staff applauding for them as the "victory
bell" rung.

FINALS FRENZY: A spinoff on the exam study break

pancake breakfast that has been running for many
years, the Kline Campus Center is open
late for students to do group work
and de-stress before finals begin. The
dining hall offers a late-night breakfast,
served by faculty and staff, and a Candy Cart
is wheeled around the building for students who need a
sugar boost.
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•
ERNIE'S EGG HUNT: Students were challenged to find 300
eggs, containing prizes, that were hidden on campus during
the week before Easter. All 300 eggs were found, with one
student discovering the "grand prize" egg that netted a $100
gift basket.
FOUNDER'S DAY MEDALLION: This wooden medallion,
with a BC crest carved on it, was hidden somewhere on
campus. The Department of Student Life planned to send out
daily riddles as clues, and the value of the prizes depended
on how quickly it was found. The medallion was found on the
first day of the hunt by two students who split a grand prize
of $200.

class notes

Email your news on births, deaths, marriages, job changes, achievements, etc., to alumnews@bridgewater.edu
Login to bridgewateralumni.com
Or, mail to Office of Alumni Relations, College Box 40, Bridgewater College, Bridgewater, VA 22812
Remember to include your name, maiden name, class year, spouse's name and class year if applicable, mailing address, phone and email address.
Please avoid using abbreviations and limit your submissions to 75 words or less. We look forward to hearing from you!

1939

1975

CHESTER WENGER and his
wife, Sara Jane, received Eastern
Mennonite University's Centennial
Alumni Award during Homecoming in October 2017. The award
recognizes persons who have
defined the ethos of EMU in a sustained way for a lifetime. Chester
turned 100 years old on April 10.

ROBERT and BEVERLY THOMPSON ARMBRUSTER of Rockingham, Va., visited the Mayan
ruins at Chichen ltza, Mexico, in
January.

1974
RICK CLAYBROOK recently
spoke on campus at the induction
of students into the BC chapter of
the Pi Sigma Alpha national Political Science honor society. Rick
welcomes suggestions as planning begins for the 45th reunion
of the Class of 1974 at Homecoming 2019, and can be reached at
rickclaybrook@yahoo.com.

Robert '75 and Beverly
Thompson Armbruster '75 of
Rockingham, Va., traveled to
the Chichen ltzd Mayan ruins
in the Yucatan Peninsula in
January 2018.
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1976
BARBARA JO WARNER of
La Vista, Neb., is spending her
retirement teaching pre-school
(3-year-olds) at Kidnect at
Beautiful Savior Lutheran Church.

1978
W. KEITH BROWER of Lovettsville, Va., received the 2018
Governor's Fire Service Award for
Career Fire Chief of the Year. The
award was presented by Virginia
Secretary of Public Safety and

Homeland Security Brian Moran
during a ceremony at the Virginia
Fire Rescue Conference in Virginia
Beach, Va. Keith, who retired this
spring, served Loudoun County
for 44 years and was an advocate
for fire prevention across the
state. While a student at Bridgewater College, he volunteered
with the Bridgewater Volunteer
Fire Department for four years.

1979
DR. CATHIE STIVERS ofRichmond, Va., recently had a book,
Reviving Our Indigenous Souls:
How to Practice the Ancient to Bring
in the New, published by Balboa

Press. The book provides ancient
wisdom and timeless practices for
being fully human in an everchanging world.

1981
JOEL BRAD BURNE has been
promoted to Deputy Manager of
the U.S. Department of Energy's
Office of Environmental Management's Portsmouth/Paducah
Project Office (PPPO). He will work
out of the Portsmouth office in
Piketon, Ohio. He will assume responsibility for administrative and
program management functions
for PPPO, the cleanup at the Portsmouth and Paducah sites and the
depleted Uranium Hexafluoride
(DUF6) conversion plants at both
sites. He earned a master's degree
in environmental management
from the University of Findlay and
is a certified Project Management
Professional.

Hillary Rees '12 and Robert Fields '13 Photo by J. Ellis Photography

2001
SHANE BURNETTE of Chesterfield, Va., has been named
President of the Home Building
Association of Richmond for
2018. He is the Richmond division
President of Schell Brothers, a
Delaware-based high-end builder.
Burnette founded the company's
Richmond-area presence in 2016.
He was recently named a finalist
for the National Association of
Home Builders Young Professional
Awards.

2004
DR. MICHAEL DONOVAN and
Sarah have a daughter, Grace
Elizabeth, born Dec. 1. The family
lives in Grovetown, Ga.
JONATHAN D. PUVAK of Roanoke, Va., has been promoted to
partner at the law firm of Gentry
Locke. He coordinates the firm's
annual fundraising campaign for

United Way of Roanoke Valley. He
holds leadership positions with
the Virginia State Bar's Young Lawyers Conference and the Virginia
Bar Association's Young Lawyers
Division. He earned his law degree
from the College of William and
Mary.

2005

ton, Va., earned a master's degree
in coaching and athletic administration from Concordia University
Irvine. He is the Head Men's Cross
Country and Assistant Men's Track
and Field Coach at Washington
and Lee University.

2010
STEVEN and KATHERINE ETTER
HALL '11 have a son, Frederick,
born Sept. 12. The family lives in
Fulks Run, Va.

KELLY BURGESS LUKENS and
Brad have their second son,
Fletcher Brenton, born Nov. 7. The
family, including two children and
a dog, Koa, is traveling around the
United States in their recreation
vehicle.

KATHERINE ETTER HALL (see
Steven Hall '10).

2006

2012

RYAN SMITH of Woodbridge, Va.,
is the new Head Football Coach at
Oakton High School.

2009
BRANDON SPALDING of Lexing-

2011

Naval Shipyard. The couple lives in
Suffolk, Va.

2013
ROBERT FIELDS (see Hillary Rees
'12).

2017
EMILY THOMAS is an assistant
at the International Museum of
the Horse at the Kentucky Horse
Park in Lexington, where she
completed a collections internship during the summer of 2016.
In addition to assisting with most
of the aspects of the museum, she
created a small holiday display in
December on the Welsh tradition
Mari Lwyd or Grey Mare.

HILLARY REES and ROBERT
FIELDS '13 were married on
Nov. 11. Hillary is a Chemist for
Naval Sea Systems Command
(NAVSEA). Robert is a Radiological Controls Technician at Norfolk
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memorials

ALUM PARTICIPATES IN WHITE HOUSE EASTER
EGG ROLL

On April 2, MATTHEW A. BARNHART '03
participated in the 140th Annual Easter Egg Roll
at the White House in Washington, O.C. Barnhart
(left) is National Manager, Junior Team Tennis, of
the United States Tennis Association. He is pictured
here with colleague Karl Davies, with whom he led a
team of 15 tennis coaches and professional players
to deliver tennis programming to more than 5,000
children on the White House tennis court. Attendees
included the First Family, White House staff,
members of Congress and military personnel.
Barnhart has attended the White House Easter Egg
Roll in previous years, and in 2016 met President
Barack Obama.

Memorials
KATHRYN GARST MASON '42
of Bridgewater, Va., died Feb. 19,
at the age of 96. She retired with
more than 31 years of service as
a teacher for Roanoke, Va., and
Alexandria, Va., schools. She was
active in the church all her life and
she was a member of the Bridgewater Church of the Brethren.
She served as chair of the math
department atT.C. Williams High
School.

DR. JESSE DAVIS ROBERTSON
'45 of Bridgewater, Va., died March
8, at the age of 94. He earned a
B.D. from Bethany Theological
Seminary and an M.D. from the
Medical College of Virginia. He
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was a medical doctor in Augusta
County, Va., for 25 years, completing his career as staff physician at
the DuPont plant in Waynesboro,
Va. He was a lifelong member
of the Church of the Brethren,
including Fraternity in WinstonSalem, N.C., Richmond, Staunton
and Bridgewater, Va. He pastored
several churches in the Shenandoah District of the Church of the
Brethren. He is survived by his
wife, the former Wilma Kline'47.

ELAINE ROBERTSON SMITH
'46 of Bridgewater, Va., died Feb.
21, at the age of 92. She was a
teacher for Augusta County Public
Schools and the Virginia School

for the Deaf and Blind. She was a
lifelong member of the Church of
the Brethren, including Fraternity
in Winston-Salem, N.C., Pleasant
Valley in Weyers Cave, Va., and
Bridgewater Church of the Brethren. She served on numerous
committees over the years at the
local, district and national level.

DR. QUINTIN OSWALD CARR
'48 of Southern Pines, N.C.,
and formerly of Staunton, Va.,
died Dec. 22, at the age of 92.
He served in the U.S. Army as a
paratrooper and a Communications Officer and spent time in
the occupation forces in Japan
immediately following World War

II. He earned a doctor of medicine
from the University of Virginia.
He opened a private practice as a
general practitioner, serving the
Staunton community for more
than 40 years. He also served as
Staunton City Coroner, as physician to the Virginia School for the
Deaf and Blind and the Boy Scouts
of America. He was a member of
First Baptist Church in Staunton.
He is survived by his wife of nearly
66 years, Kathryn.

PAUL LIVINGSTON OREBAUGH
'48 ofTimberville, Va., died Feb.
11, at the age of 90. He served in
the U.S. Army during World War
II in the Philippines. He gradu-

ated from Madison College (now
James Madison University) and
the Medical College of Virginia
School of Pharmacy. He was a
pharmacist and former owner
ofTimberville Drug Storefor45
years. He was also a farmer and
owner of Locust Point Farms Inc.
He was a member of St. Luke's
United Church of Christ.

BERNARD LEE "BERNIE"
STOKES '48 of Front Royal, Va.,
died Jan. 27, at the age of 90. He
graduated from the University of
Richmond. He had a long career in
operating retail stores throughout
the Shenandoah Valley. The last
business he owned was Stokes
Mart in Front Royal, which he
sold in 2014, after approximately
40 years of operation. He served
on the Front Royal Town Council
and the Warren County Boa rd of
Supervisors for nearly 30 years.
EUGENE REID PUFFENBERGER
'49 of Houston, Texas, died Feb.
16, at the age of 90.

RUTH JANE RICHMOND BARTH
'50 of Olney, Md., died Dec. 13, at
the age of 88.
NATALIE ANN LORENZO
SPENCER '50 of East Windsor,
N.J., died Jan. 31, at the age of 88.
She became a self-employed real
estate broker, specializing in the
Rossmoor Adult Community and
opened the Ross moor Sales resale office. She founded Brownie
and Junior Girl Scout Troops
in Helmetta, N.J. She enjoyed
playing games and all types of
dancing.
THE REV. DR. OWEN G. STULTZ
'51 of Roanoke, Va., died Jan.
16, at the age of 90. He earned
master of divinity and doctor of
ministry degrees from Bethany
Theological Seminary. He received
an honorary doctor of divinity
from Bridgewater College. He was
District Executive Emeritus oft he
Virlina District of the Church of
the Brethren. He was ordained to
the ministry in 1949 and served

as a pastor in the Church ofthe
Brethren and as a District Executive. In 1969, he became District
Executive ofVirlina District, a position he held until his retirement
in August 1992. He was a member
of the Summerdean Church in
Roanoke. He is survived by his
wife, Flemmie.

HAROLD ALFRED TRUMBO
'51 ofWaynesboro, Va., died Dec.
21, at the age of 91. He served
in the U.S. Army during the
Korean War. He earned a master's
degree in wildlife management
from Virginia Tech. He was a
Wildlife Biologist for the Virginia
Department of Game and Inland
fisheries, retiring after 25 years of
service. He also taught school for
a number of years.
MARCH HARLAN WARNER
'51 of Annapolis, Md., died Dec.
21, at the age of 88. He earned
a master's degree from the
University ofVirgi nia. He was an
educator for more than 60 years.

He taught at Blue Grass, Elkton
and Shenandoah high schools
and Augusta Springs Elementary
School in Virginia. From 1961 until
his retirement, he taught science
at Annapolis Senior High School.

GEORGE H. DOVEL '54 of
Bridgewater, Va., died Jan. 5,
at the age of 84. He enlisted in
military service in 1955 and was
assigned to a counterintelligence
branch and spent two years in
Europe. He taught mathematics
courses and technical drawing at
Turner Ashby High School.

JEAN HUGHES DOVEL '55 of
Penn Laird, Va., died March 9,
at the age of 85. She taught elementary school for two years in
Bridgewater, Va., and New Market,
Md., before teaching 3-yearolds in preschool for 25 years in
Venice, Fla. She is survived by her
husband of 63 years, Bill.
EVELYN HARNER SANDY '56 of
Staunton, Va., died Dec. 23,atthe
age of 82. She was a member of

DR. DANIEL MILLER SPITZER JR., Professor ofBusiness Administration, Emeritus, passed away on Ma rch 5
in Frederick, Md. He was 84.
He was the son of Daniel Miller Spitzer and Reba Irene Phares of Broadway, Va. He is su rvived by four children-Peggy Ann Spitzer Christoff, Michael Ray Spitzer, Clark Sterling Spitzer, and Daniel Miller Spitzer Ill. He is
survived by eight grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Spitzer graduated from Harrisonburg High School in 1951. Upon graduation, he joined the U.S. Navy and
served as a radio operator during the Korean War from 1951-54. Following his honorable discharge, he attended a branch of the College ofWilliam and Mary and then transferred to the University ofVi rginia, where he
earned a doctorate in physics in 1962. He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
He moved his wife and four children to St. Paul, Minn., where he worked at Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (3M) as a research scientist and rose to a position in management. While in Minnesota, he was a member of
the local town council in Hugo.
In 1981 he moved to El Paso, Texas, to serve as President ofa solar energy division of the French Petroleum Company.
In 1985 he returned to Harrisonburg, Va., where he taught marketing and management at James Madison University and then became head oft he
Department of Economics and Business Administration at Bridgewater College. He retired in 2000 and moved with his wife, Jerri, to San Jose, Costa
Rica.
His"retirement" included teaching English and business consulting. Following the loss of his wife in 2012, he moved to the Edenton Retirement Community to be closer to his family. There he participated in discussion groups, book clubs and social gatherings.
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Victory Worship Center. She spent
her life serving others.

VERNON EUGENE BUR~
HOLDER '61 of Paradise Valley,
Ariz., died Jan. 24, at the age of
78. He graduated from Virginia
Tech. He worked for more than 40
yea rs with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, including positions in
Alabama, Arizona, Georgia, Mississippi and Washington, D.C. At
the time of his retirement in 2006,
he was Area Director for Cotton
Marketing, Agriculture Marketing
Service. In retirement, he consulted internationally, traveling to
Africa, Australia and Mexico. He is
survived by his wife, Shari.

DR. WALLACE "WALLY" BRADSHAW LUTZ '61 ofWoodstock,
Va., and formerly of Edinburg, Va.,
died Feb. 2, at the age of 78. He
earned a doctor of dentistry from
the Med ica I Co liege ofVirginia.
He owned his own practice in
Shenandoah County, Va., for more
than 53 yea rs. He was a member ofValley Pike Church of the
Brethren and volunteered at the
Free Clinic. He is survived by his
wife of 56 yea rs, the former Betty
Strickler '63.
THE REV. DR. J. WAYNE JUDD
'64 of Bridgewater, Va., died Feb.
14, at the age of 82. He earned
master of divinity and doctor of
ministry degrees from Bethany
Theological Seminary. After serving in the U.S. Navy, he entered
Brethren Volunteer Service, where
he worked with the Lakota people
on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. A retired minister, he served
pastorates in Elgin, Ill., Nampa,
Idaho, Waynesboro, Va., Bridgewater, Va., and Elizabethtown, Pa.
He was a member of Bridgewater Church of the Brethren. He
participated in Pastors for Peace
and Brethren Disaster Relief. He is
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survived by his wife, Patricia.

BOBBYL OWENS '64 of Harrisonburg, Va., died Dec. 27, at
the age of 78. He was a Certified
Land Surveyor for nearly 45 years.
He was an avid sports fan of the
Washington Redskins and the
Baltimore Orioles. He is survived
by his wife, Jeni.

BRYDON M. DEWITT '65 of
Richmond, Va., died Jan. 25, at
the age of 74. He served as Chief
Development Officer at Bridgewater College from 1973-90. In
1995, he established DeWitt &Associates, which provides counsel
in marketing and fund raising. He
was the author and publisher of
The Development Companion, a
quarterly educational newsletter,
and The Nonprofit Companion, a
monthly newsletter. His book, The
Nonprofit Development Compan-

ion: A Workbook for Fundraising
Success, was released by John
Wiley & Sons in October 2010. He
is survived by his wife, the former
Louise"Lou"Wampler '66.

VINCENT "LEE" FOLTZ '66 of
Port Republic, Va., died Dec. 22,
at the age of 73. He served four
years in the U.S. Air Force during
the Vietnam War as a mechanic,
working on B-52 bombers. He retired in 2000 from Reynolds MetaIs after nearly 30 years of service
as a Quality Assurance Manager.
From 1978-88, he and members
of his family owned and operated
Gentle Giant Fa rm, a pick-yourown fruit and vegetable fa rm. He
is survived by his wife, Sarah.
JOSEPH BURTON"BUTCH"
MARVEL 11 '66 of Georgetown,
Del., died Nov. 27, at the age of
74. He was first diagnosed with
neuroendocrine carcinoma in
2012 and was later found to have
Merkel cell ca ncer. He served in
the U.S. Army Reserve from 1966-

72. He taught English for more
than 30 years at Sussex Central
High School and later at Delaware
Technical and Community College. During the 1960s and 70s,
he served as a Rehoboth Beach
lifeguard. He is survived by his
wife, Holly.

EMORY RHODES "RHODY"
RODGERS '68 of Spotsylvania,
Va., died March 8, at the age of
75. He served in the U.S. Army
from 1961 to 1964. He earned a
master's degree in public administration and government from the
University of Maryland. In 1978
he became an Inspection Services
Division Chief/Building Official
with Arlington County Government. In 2004, he accepted a
position with the State of Virginia
as Deputy Director, Building and
Fire Regulation; Division of Housing and Community Development
until retiring in 2015. In retirement, he volunteered many hours
developing the 2018 International
Building Code. He is survived by
his wife, Cindy.
NORMAN STEPHAN PATTERSON JR. 71 of Hinton, Va., died
Nov. 28, at the age of 68.
ROXANNE HARSH STAUFER
71 of Salem, Va., died Jan. 24,
at the age of 68. After attending
Bridgewater College, she graduated from Manchester College.
She spent her life serving others.
She is survived by her husband of
44 years, Paul.
KERRYLEEPOLLOCK'79~
Pleasant Valley, Mo., died Jan. 17,
at the age of 61. He fought a 30yea r battle with kidney disease.
After attending Bridgewater
College, he graduated from Fort
Hayes State University in Kansas.
He taught physical education and
science at the upper elementary
level and coached vo lleyball and

soccer at a number of Christian
schools. He is survived by his wife,
Peggy.

BENJAMIN "BENJI" JACOB
COLE II '96 of Lynchburg, Va.,
died Dec. 17, at the age of 43. He
was a Computer Technician at
Liberty University from 2000 07. He served as a coach for the
Timberlake Lions, a youth footba II
organization.
ASHLIE ELIZABETH KNIGHT
'97 of Hagerstown, Md., died Dec.
22, at the age of 43. She was a
graduate of Ashland Theological
Seminary in Ashland, Ohio. She
was a School Guidance Counselo r
at Grace Academy. She was a
member of several mental health
organizations and a member of
St. James Brethren Church, where
she sang with the Hosanna Praise
team.
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